**Save the Date!**

**Nov. 10**
*Venture Capital 201*
Presented by INVO

**Nov. 10**
*Strategies for Community & Stakeholder Engagement in Research*
Part of IPHAM Weekly Seminar Series

**Nov. 10 & 24, Dec. 8**
*REDCap New Project Owner Intro Session*
Required for new users

**Nov. 10 & 28**
*Navigating the Research Enterprise*
A seminar series for early career faculty

**Nov. 11**
*Chicago Biomedical Consortium Symposium*
Titled: Genetics of neurological and psychiatric disorders

**Nov. 16 & Dec. 21**
*REDCap Office Hours*
Receive support from the REDCap Support Team

---

**NEWS**

**Stopping Alzheimer’s Before Memory Loss Strikes**
Could an antibody slow the progression of memory loss related to Alzheimer’s Disease? A clinical trial is trying to find out. See how the NUCATS Recruitment Team is supporting the study.

**Science Immersion Program Opens Doors for Participants**
Sheila Mahon and Robyn Espinosa are Masters of Public Health candidates at Chicago State University. Both participated in the program and were hired by their mentors upon completing the program.

**Northwestern Leads Consortium to Integrate Patient-Reported Outcomes into Electronic Health Records**
The $6.3 million grant from National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) will make it easier for researchers and clinicians to collect patient reported outcomes information and use it to improve clinical care and research.

---

**RESOURCE CORNER**

Automatically Insert Your Statistical Results in Manuscripts Using
Study Tracker Basic & Policy Training Update
Become familiar with StudyTracker usage

Dec. 8
Mentor Development Workshop
A training for faculty

Jan. 5, 12, 19, 26 & Feb. 2
CRC Basic Training-Online
A course for clinical research coordinators

Jan. 25
Sex Inclusion in Biomedical Research Workshop & Symposium
Presented by Women's Health Research Institute

Follow us on social

NUCATS can help
Click here to request a consultation with NUCATS.

StatTag
StatTag is a new software program developed at Northwestern University that helps investigators conduct reproducible research. Learn more about StatTag.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Pilot awards
Funding to accelerate research is now available through the NUCATS pilot award program.
   Funding: up to $10,000
   Deadline: November 30

N.XT Fund
The N.XT Fund is now open and collecting applications for its second round of investments. The goal of the fund is to de-risk assets owned by Northwestern and propel them to the N.XT stage of commercial development. Awards will be used to achieve clear milestones within a year, which may include product validation, prototyping and market identification.
   Deadline: December 1
   Funding: Between 50,000 - $200,00 for one year

ChicagoChec Incubator & Catalyst Grant Program
Chicago Cancer Health Equity Collaborative is funding collaborative projects that aim to advance cancer health equity while providing cancer research, education, and community engagement opportunities for minority and underrepresented students, fellows, scientists and community members.
   Partnership Development & Proposal Development Incubator Grants: Up to $40,000 for 1 year
   Pilot Projects Catalyst Grant: Up to $120,000/year for 2 years
   Pre-proposal consultation deadline: December 15
   Proposal deadline: January 16

SPOTLIGHT

Meet Yen-Sheng (Johnny) Lin, PhD, TL1 Scholar
Yen-Sheng (Johnny) Lin, PhD, is a postdoctoral fellow at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago. He was recently appointed a TL1 scholar. Learn more about Dr. Lin's research.

INVESTIGATOR TIP

Learn How To Become a Better Mentor in Just 4 Hours
Develop stronger mentoring skills during the half-day Mentor Development Workshop. All Feinberg faculty members, from novice to experienced mentors, are encouraged to attend.

The workshop provides tools that will help you manage mentor relationships and professional development through didactic and interactive activities and an evidence-based curriculum.
   When: 1 - 5 pm on Thursday, December 8
Where: Conference Room L, 3rd Floor, Prentice Pavilion

Register for the workshop.